
SuperSalon Basic Inventory Tasks
This guide will assist users of the SalonCheckin power tool set up their landing pages as well as learn about 

the wide array of features that are available with it. All information presented in this document is current, as 

of Q1 2015.

The Edit Product Page Broken Down

Product Code
Enter any unique numeric code for this product. Usually this will be a 4 digit number that corresponds 

to a price tag you might stick on the bottle. The receptionist can key this number in during a sale to add 

the product. You may use alpha-numeric product codes; however, we suggest you use numeric product 

numbers. The reason for this is SuperSalon’s use of keyboard quick key shortcuts. While trying to key in 

an alpha-numeric product code, you may inadvertently invoke one of these shortcuts.



Description
The product description should show the name of the product and the size. Try to keep the format of 

the descriptions consistent. They do not need to include redundant information like brand, category or 

pricing.

Brand, Vendor, and Category
To select a brand, vendor or category, these must first be set up on their respective screens under the 

Manager tab. This information enables the use of the Quick Pick system and helps for searching and 

ordering. For instance, you can generate orders by vendor, or search for all products of a specific brand.

Pay Commission
Products with Pay Commission set to “Yes” will be included in the commission calculation on the payroll 

report assuming that a commission plan is defined. Typically this will be set to “Yes”. For special products 

such as closeout products, owners may wish to not pay commission.

Number of Allowed Discounts
This option allows you to limit the number of discounts that may be used on this product in a single 

transaction. This can keep someone from ringing up a sale with a senior citizen discount, a newspaper 

coupon, a $2.00 discount card, and a student discount all on one ticket by limiting the product to one 

or two discounts. Set to No Limit, if you want to disable it. Applicable discounts can be selected at the 

bottom of the screen.

#Points to Credit
This field will only appear if the point system is enabled. Enter the number of points that a customer will 

be credited on their account each time this product is purchased.

#Points to Redeem
This field will only appear if the point system is enabled. Enter the number of points needed before a 

customer can redeem their points for a discount.

Discount to Use When Redeeming Product
This field will only appear if the point system is enabled. Choose the discount the customer will receive 

when they redeem their points. You may use any discount you wish. The default discount is the “Redeem 

Points” discount the system creates when the customer points system is first enabled. This discount 

is 100% of the cost of the product. The points system only works with discounts which do not have an 

amount of zero. A discount’s amount must be defined.



Cost $
This is what you pay wholesale for the product. This can be left blank, but it is useful to enter an amount 

so you can see how much you are spending on purchase orders and product profitability on reports. 

You can report on the value of inventory by cost or retail.

Last Received Cost $
The system will enter the cost for the product from the last order.

Retail $
This is the amount that you sell the product for at retail.

Variable Priced
If you would like the product to be variable priced, choose “Yes” from the drop down. Employees will be 

able to change the price when a customer is purchasing the product.

In Stock
This is the quantity the computer calculates that you should currently have on hand. You can see how 

this number was derived by viewing the Inventory Report on the Reports tab (Reports tab . Products . 

Inventory).

Employee Points
Enter points to assign to an employee who sells this product. These points might be used as incentives 

and bonuses to encourage employees to offer certain products to customers thereby increasing the 

per customer transaction amount.

Track Inventory
Select “Yes” from the drop down if you want the system to track the product’s inventory.

Alert Qty
When the quantity on hand reaches the level you set here or below, the next order you create 

automatically suggests you order whatever quantity it takes to get back to the par level.

Par Level
This is the quantity that you would like to maintain on your shelf. When you display a product Purchase 

Order, it will show suggested quantities. These quantities are calculated by subtracting the current 

number on hand from the par level. If the par level is 6, and the number on hand is 3, SuperSalon will 

suggest ordering 3.



Min/Max Days Cover
This is where you set the minimum and maximum days on hand you would like to have for the product 

to cover you between orders.

Taxable
This option allows you to set a product as non-taxable. Usually this option will be set to “Yes” in order for 

proper taxes to be added to sales.

Additional Tax
Additional taxes can be added for specific products. Create the additional tax on the tax setup screen 

(Setup tab . Software Settings . Sales . Taxes . Current Taxes . Add Tax). Select the Additional Tax button 

and choose the additional tax to apply to the product.

Additional Tax Behavior
Select the Additional Tax Behavior button to choose whether the additional tax should replace the 

current tax for the product or add to it. This is useful in situations where a specific product has a higher 

tax rate than other products you may sell.

Scanner Code/UPC
This field allows you to enter the UPC code for a product. If you are using a barcode scanner you will 

need to enter these numbers. The quickest way to enter these numbers is by using the barcode scanner. 

Select the Scanner Code/UPC field. Scan the item with the barcode scanner. The code will be added.

Transition Scanner Code/UPC
This is a special field for use when a particular product is in a transition. For example, a particular 

product is re-packaged but there are both types in stock. Enter the newly packaged barcode into the 

Transition Scanner Code/UPC field and either barcode will bring up the same product.

Applicable Discounts
Choose the discounts you wish to allow for the product. Choose All or None, or use the Ctrl key to 

choose multiple discounts.
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